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Who is the strongest character in dragon ball heroes
Story Dragon Ball Heroes (ドラゴンボール ヒーローズ, Doragon Bōru Hīrōzu), now known as Super Dragon Ball Heroes (スーパー ドラゴンボール ヒーローズ, Sūpā Doragon Bōru Hīrōzu), is a Japanese arcade game developed by Dimps, as the sixth Dragon Ball Z: Data Carddass game. Announced on October 21, 2010, and released on November 11, 2010,
the game allows the usage of many characters from the Dragon Ball series, as well as characters new to the series.Dragon Ball Heroes is an extremely popular arcade game, being the number 1 digital card game in the market, running for over 9 years straight, and distributing over 700 million cards as of January 2019. It made over 5 billion yen per
year starting from 2011, surpassing the total of 40 billion yen. There are more than 3000 individual cards and 1,820,000 players. Dragon Ball Heroes has multiple continuities which has their own stories but it should keep in mind that "Heroes" isn’t canon to "Dragon Ball" timeline. Starting from the God Missions, Dragon Ball Heroes began
implementing story arcs that followed a consistent narrative. So far, there have been seven overarching original story arcs: the Dark Demon Realm Saga, Dark Empire Saga, Prison Planet Saga, Dark King Mechikabura Saga, Universal Conflict Saga, Universe Creation Saga and Space Time War Saga. Happening within and alongside the Dark Demon
Realm Saga are the God of Destruction Beerus Saga, Golden Frieza Saga, King Piccolo Saga, Baby Hatchiyack Saga, Universe 6 Saga, Ultimate Hirudegarn Saga and "Future" Trunks Saga. Happening alongside the Dark Empire Saga are the Super Bardock Saga, Modern-Day Mayhem Saga. Universe Survival Saga and Surviving City Life. Happening
alongside the Prison Planet Saga, Universal Conflict Saga and Dark King Mechikabura Saga are the end of the Universe Survival Saga, Android 21 Saga and Dragon Ball Super: Broly, as well as a series of "Ages" focusing on a specific character or series. See this blog for more information about Dragon Ball Heroes. Power Dragon Ball Heroes is a
extremely powerful verse on it's own. Characters from this video game are far stronger than their "canon" counterparts. Depending on the continuities the verse at it’s lowest has characters at Universe+ then moving into Low Multiverse and at peak High Multiverse+ in terms of Attack potency/Destructive capacity. Most notably relevant protagonist
and antagonist from Ultimate Mission X/3DS are comfortably sitting at the top, worth mentioning Demigra, Xeno Goku, Towa, Mira, Chronoa, Fu etc. That aside Mechikabura from the Super Dragon Ball Heroes/Acrade successfully destroyed the entire Multiverse. In terms of Speed depending on the continuities relevant characaters are easily at
quadrillion times FTL which in other words is TransUniversal+, moving onto God tiers characters like Mechikabura, Fu, Xeno Goku, Demigra, Towa, Mira etc are TransUniversalx, more specifically quintillion times FTL. Weapon worth mentioning is Key Sword. The Key Sword (キーソード, Kīsōdo) is a weapon used to combat the Dark Empire in Dragon
Ball Heroes. The Key Sword is a golden blade consisting of a long handle and several gear-like parts, a red gem within a gear acting as a pommel, and a small golden spike protruding from the top of a semi-gear. The Key Sword was created by a god as a weapon to seal the Demon Realm, and gives its user some resistance to darkness attacks. Key
Sword (Full Charge version) The Key Sword wielded by Super Saiyan God Xeno Trunks. After being fully charged by Chronoa, Tokitoki, and Demigra with the powers of light, darkness, gods and time, its color becomes crystal blue and the front blade is extended to form a true blade, in addition to the front design forming a complete gear and
extending into a sort of crossguard. Crystal blue chains additionally wrap around Trunks' arm to secure his grip. In this state, the Key Sword is powerful enough to seal Mechikabura's Time Power Unleashed form, and in the game it is additionally used to seal his youth. Characters God tier Mechikabura Fu Xeno Vegito Top tier Xeno Goku Xeno Vegeta
Sealas Dark Janemba Xeno Kid Buu Hearts CC Goku Demigra Chamel Cumber Dark Broly Jiren Golden Metal Cooler Masked Bardock Towa Mira Chronoa Xeno Beat High tier Xeno Trunks Putine Salsa Toppo Fusion Zamasu Hit Kami Oren Gravy Robel Fin Shroom Feats, Calcs, etc We've seen some of the greatest feats in Ultimate Mission X (Nintendo
3DS) which has been performed by Demigra, Chamel etc characters. Demigra was using the dark energy released from the Space-Time door, to gradually destroy the Multiverse along with the Real World. After gaining the Dark energy, Chamel became so powerful that his mere presence was causing the collapse of the Multiverse and the Real World.
In Super Dragon Ball Heroes (Arcade/Manga), Mechikabura had successfully absorbed the entirety of time and history itself, ultimately destroying the entirety of the Multiverse. Afterwards TokiToki bird recreated the Space-Time for the entire Multiverse. Super Shenron destroyed the roots of universe tree which was almost ready to create a brand
new universe, thanks to the amount of nutrients it absorbed from universe 7. Supervisors Supporters He may not look like it, but Master Roshi aka Turtle Hermit is the influential human exist in the Dragon Ball franchise. Also known as God of Martial Arts, Roshi is an expert martial artist who trained some of the strongest characters like Goku, Gohan,
Krillin, Yamcha, etc. In the latest Dragon Ball Super, Master Roshi magnificently shows off his fighting skills which outclassed some of the most stringent characters from other universes. However, at the end of Tournament of Power, he surpassed his physical limits to save universe 7. On the other hand, in the Manga, despite having such huge power
differences, Roshi went toe-to-toe against mightiest Jiren who overwhelms Super Saiyan Blue Goku and Hit very easily. Goku’s most of the techniques originally came from Master Roshi like Kamehameha. Besides this, he possessed Afterimage Technique, Telepathy, a ritual of Evil Containment Wave to suppress evil, basic skills of Ultra Instinct ability,
and lots more. Even though Master Roshi is a human having age more than three hundred years, during Tournament of Power, he fought at his maximum power for the first time in the franchise. After witnessing such unexpected results from old earthling, God of Destruction Beerus shows respect towards him by calling him “Master.” Last updated on
September 16th, 2021 at 04:32 pmBONUS: Want free weekly workouts and access to 500+ PDF Downloads? I promised that we were moving into anime rankings, and now it’s time for our first one: The Most Powerful Dragon Ball Characters Ranked! In the last couple listicles we started moving into a different style with lists based more around
powers, abilities and strength rather than purely based on the style and effectiveness of the workout routine that is inspired by the character or celebrity. Either way these listicles are both fun AND a great way to help you guys find workouts outside of scouring through The Workout Database. If you’re a member of The SHJ Army and have been
around a bit you’ll know that Dragon Ball Z is the top (with My Hero Academia being potentially tied for first) anime we have here at SHJ, even having it’s own Dragon Ball Z Workouts Database hidden within our Anime Workouts Database. To be clear though: We ARE going to be working around the MOST POWERFUL Dragon Ball Character of all
time (not physically strongest), but we will be prioritizing characters that we have built workouts around. That being said, I will also be doing two things to make this fair for any characters that are not on the list: I will be adding characters based on your comments below this article if you make a good enough argument for why that character should
be on the list. I will have a bonus section for the most powerful characters that aren’t necessarily deserving of a spot on our main list (in my opinion), but at the very least deserve an honorable mention. And, if you guys are into these type of listicles over our other variation, then you can also check out the new style we used on superheroes most
recently. So far we’ve seen: BUT, I’m really excited that we’re going to be stepping it up a notch into more anime lists as well. Starting with seeing the most powerful anime characters of all time now that we’ve been slowly incorporating tons and tons of new anime shows with their top characters into our ever-growing list of awesomeness. Let’s get to
the eggs and bacon of this though, and start talking about our Most Powerful Dragon Ball Characters. This is based on research into other listicles, my own opinion after watching DBZ and Super multiple times over, and also considering the SHJ Army members inside our Academy who I worked with (asking for their own lists and rankings) as well.
Let’s do it! THE MOST POWERFUL DRAGON BALL CHARACTERS RANKED NUMBER SIXTEEN: PICCOLO We’re starting this one off with our Namekian Piccolo! Piccolo may have started out in DBZ as a antagonist but he quickly became an ally, friend and even trainer to Gohan and the rest of the gang. While his power doesn’t ever end up living up
to our Saiyans, he still packs a punch and is a extremely powerful warrior from planet Namek. Piccolo has been stated to be stronger than Super Saiyan Goku and was able to take on Super Saiyan 2 Gohan at one point, but his power does not grow as fast as the Saiyans, and thus, despite constantly training, which brings him in as our sixteenth
character. You can check out The Piccolo Workout Routine here. NUMBER FIFTEEN: MASTER ROSHI I LOVE Master Roshi. Master Roshi is one of the strongest humans, and as DBZ would all them, earthings, in the history of humanity. Even after we factor in he fact that his age has slowed him down a bit, Master Roshi is still able to enter the
Tournament of Power and put on a show for us, standing up against the strongest characters across all universes. You can check out The Master Roshi Workout Routine here. NUMBER FOURTEEN: CAULIFLA And here comes the start of our female badasses from Dragon Ball Z and Super! This was actually a hard decision on what the order should be
of he next three, but in the end I decided Caulifla comes in at fourteen before we see a few of our Androids. Caulifa showed just how strong she is in the Tournament of Power and that’s without being able to come anywhere near the transformations Goku and Vegeta are able to pull off! That being said, I’d love to hear where you guys think she should
fall on this list and whether you agree with my placement or think she could potentially be 2-3 spots higher! You can check out The Caulifla Workout Routine here. NUMBER THIRTEEN: ANDROID 18 Next up is Android 18! Some lists put Android 18 higher on the list than Android 17 strictly due to the fact that being that 18 came after 17 it
automatically implies she has some upgrades that 17 doesn’t. BUT, what I had to consider was the fact that Android 17 turns out to be by far the strongest Android/bio-human in all of Dragon Ball by the end of super. I should have likely called for a spoiler alert, but you probably saw that coming. Either way, though, 17 definitely deserves her slot on
this list, whether that be up or down one position in line. You can check out The Android 18 Workout Routine here. NUMBER TWELVE: ANDROID 17 At number twelve we have Android 17, the brother of our bio-human Android 18. As I said above, Android 17 over time has become the strongest bio-human in existence. After seeing what Android 17
could do in The Tournament of Power it became extremely clear just how strong he had become. At our first introduction of Android 17, like many, I wasn’t that big of a fan. But, by the end of Dragon Ball Super 17 becomes a front runner among the list of characters I grew to appreciate. You can check out The Android 17 Workout Routine here.
NUMBER ELEVEN: TRUNKS Who doesn’t love Trunks?’ Trick question, everyone loves trunks. When Future Trunks entered during the Cell saga I remember being blown away as a kid. He was THE COOLEST. Trunks swings back for the Goku Black Saga, but we also need to remember that we have two different Trunks to consider. Young Trunks, in
our main timeline, is actually extremely strong, and potentially on his way to being stronger than Future Trunks as time passes. We’re used to seeing him fuse with Goten to become Gotenks, but even alone the son of Vegeta can pack a punch in both timelines! You can check out The Trunks Workout Routine here. NUMBER TEN: KALE Now it’s time
for our Beserker Super Saiyan! The fact that Kale is coming in at number ten when her power level is so insane really tells you something about how strong some of our other Dragon Ball characters are. Kale is essentially our female version of Broly, but from Universe 6 with Caulifla (they even fuse to become Kefla) and a bit behind on unlocking her
power and potential compared to Broly (although we kind of reset that with our newest Broly movie). Where Broly is considered a Legendary Super Saiyan, Kale is actually known as a Berserker Super Saiyan; although, like Broly she still turns into a massive golden haired warrior! Also similar to Broly, she essentially loses mental control of herself in
order to gain her massive power. Thankfully for her, we’re not ranking her control and strictly talking about overall power level. You can check out The Kale Workout Routine here. NUMBER NINE: BROLY Time for our Legendary Super Saiyan. I already talked a bit about Broly when explaining Kale’s power, but now it’s time to give this insanely
powerful Legendary Super Saiyan his rightful spot on he list. Growing up I wanted Broly to join our team of Saiyans so badly, so our most recent Broly movie from Dragon Ball Super really moved things in a direction that I have been waiting for for a long time. Broly easily takes on both Goku and Vegeta at the same time, and his power level is
EXTREMELY high without anywhere near the amount of training our other saiyans have gone through, but he’s still only coming in at number nine. You can check out The Broly Workout Routine here. NUMBER EIGHT: GOHAN A Half-Saiyan coming in at number eight. I’m going to be honest: I personally think Gohan could have been lightyears
stronger if it wasn’t for Chi-Chi (and of course his own choices as well). That being said, Gohan still comes back into Dragon Ball Super showing off power that is well deserving of his spot on this list. He is by far the strongest half saiyan, half human character in the entire show, and likely has the potential to move up a few slots on this list if he really
devoted himself to training like his father Goku. But, we can still admit that his fight against Cell may have been his most badass moment…! You can check out The Gohan Workout Routine here. NUMBER SEVEN: HIT Ready for our assassin of Universe 6. Hit’s powers really come from his ability to be able to skip through time. With that he takes his
other strengths and builds them around that ability to make him one of the strongest characters in all of Dragon Ball. One of my favorite handful of episodes in all of Super consist of Goku actually secretly having Whis hire Hit to attempt to assassinate him so he can train to prepare against Hit’s abilities. Goku doesn’t want to see it coming, and it
actually almost costs him his life! Hit can go toe to toe with Goku and Vegeta, even in the Super Saiyan Blue forms, which is why he definitely deserves this spot at number seven on our list. You can check out The Hit Workout Routine here. NUMBER SIX: FRIEZA Friend or foe? Frieza has come a LONG way from his origins in Dragon Ball Z.
Originally the big villain set out to end it all, Frieza eventually powers up enough to become Golden Frieza that puts him at peak strength. This is what we see Frieza in during Tournament of Powers as he is able to stand with the saiyans and take on he strongest characters in all of Dragon Ball. If it wasn’t for Goku and Vegeta eventually growing
stronger than even their Super Saiyan Blue forms Frieza may have had the potential to make it into the top five, but six is still pretty awesome considering the characters who come next. You can check out The Frieza Workout Routine here. NUMBER FIVE: TOPPO Ready for Universe 11!? Toppo is all about justice and slaying evil, but he puts that
aside when he is ambushed by Frieza and lets loose with his true power of a God of Destruction. He is actually currently training under Belmod to become the next God of Destruction for Universe 11, and as we’ll see by the end of this list….Gods of Destruction have powers that are unmatched by any other character (and we’ll be specifically seeing
one at the top of this list). But, whether Toppo needs to go through his training still or not, he still comes in within The Top Five Strongest Dragon Ball Characters of All Time! You can check out The Toppo Workout Routine here. NUMBER FOUR: VEGETA We finally made it to Vegeta! You had to know both Vegeta and Goku were coming in top five,
but I think the order of our top five really swings things around due to our number one and two slot AND considering we are working with honorable mentions. I don’t think Vegeta and Goku need an explanation of their power, but at the very least I would like to say that we have multiple workout routines basd on these characters that you can work
with. For example we have our original Vegeta Workout Routine, a Vegeta Calisthenics Workout, and a Vegeta Jump Rope Workout. So you have plenty of ways to train like Prince Vegeta here at SHJ! You can check out The Vegeta Workout Routine here. NUMBER THREE: GOKU Goku…at number three..!? How can this be!? I had a hard time
deciding whether Goku should come in at number two or three, but ultimately opted to put him a slot above Vegeta and give the number two slot to a character that seemed to be lightyears above Goku’s power level when we saw them go head to head. That being said, similar to Vegeta, we also have a good handful of workouts inspired by Goku. You
can check out our original Goku Workout Routine, our Goku Calisthenics Workout, our Goku Jump Rope Inspired Workout, and even a Goku Inspired Circuit Workout. One day Goku may be deserving of the top slot on this list, but for now this is how I personally see this one being placed in the most fair way. You can check out The Goku Workout
Routine here. NUMBER TWO: JIREN There’s only two characters on this list that land above Goku, and Jiren is one. Outside of Gods (which we’ll see more of below, and Toppo doesn’t count…yet), Jiren is the strongest warrior in Dragon Ball Super. Jiren is from Universe 11 like Toppo and joins him as a Pride Warrior, but his power level is beyond
anything we’ve ever seen before (aside from Gods). Jiren is so strong that he pushed Goku to such limits that he had to achieve a new form just to stand a chance. And even that wasn’t enough to take down Jiren! Compared to any other mortal warrior, Jiren is without a doubt our strongest and most powerful character. You can check out The Jiren
Workout Routine here. NUMBER ONE: BEERUS It’s time for our God of Destruction Beerus. Below I’m going to tell you about a character that the creator of Dragon Ball actually stated was stronger than Beerus, BUT for now he’s coming in at our number one slot. We’ve seen other Gods of Destruction like Champa, but Beerus is the most prominent
in our adventures, and is able to take out Goku and Vegeta with just a flick to the head. No, seriously, I’m talking fully unconscious Goku and/or Vegeta with a flick of his finger. That being said, we can automatically assume that even with Jiren’s extreme strengths he still wouldn’t be a match for this God. You can check out The Beerus Workout
Routine here. And now it’s time for some honorable mentions. These are in no specific order, but do definitely deserve a mention (especially Whis). Honorable Mentions: Zeno Whis Champa Buu Cell Zamasu Cabba And here’s why I specifically say Whis deserves his spot: Akira Toriyama, the creator of Dragonball explicitly stated that Whis, the mentor
and martial arts trainer of the God of destruction, Beerus is the most powerful character in the Dragonball. Whis knocked down Beerus cold with just a strike to his head. He also can make time go backward or forward 3 minutes. But I’d also love to hear who YOU think should be on this list! Don’t forget to comment your thoughts below. As always,
remember that all these routines should be paired with our Nutrition Pillars; and you can even check out our article on The Top Diets Used Among Celebrities as well. If you want to step it up a notch on top of these workouts then you can also check out our Superhero Academy and Superhuman System as well. Now get out there and begin unleashing
your inner superhuman! —– Until next time, Mike SHJ’s Nick Fury GRAB THE UNOFFICIAL DRAGON BALL Z WORKOUT BOOKLET!
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